
Building bricks made from unrecycled trash? Join this hands to demonstration to learn
more about eco-bricks and even make one yourself to aid in our big project to build a
structure. 

Time: 14:30 
Cost: Entry fee only

Plastic bottles and other dry recyclable materials
can be brought to the CTSC throughout the

month which we’ll use to make more eco-bricks. 
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SATURDAY, 28 MAY

HANDS-ON WORKSHOPS:

Toys from Trash
To help clean up the Earth, why not use your trash to make a cool toy with it. Join us in
this hands-on workshop to make some cool simple toys.

Time: 11:00 
Cost: Entry fee only (bring an empty plastic bottle with a lid if you have one)

Bird Feeder
Birds are amongst the greatest creatures on Earth. Let’s do our part in providing them with
a reliable source of food, right in our back yard. Join this workshop to make your very own
bird feeder, and a bonus, we will be using reusing milk cartons instead of throwing it out. 

Homemade Bee Hotel

Suitable for Age 6+

Time: 11:00 
Cost: Entry fee only (bring an empty cardboard milk carton if you have one)

Bees play a big role in pollinating our plants to give us lovely fruits and vegetables. It is
scary to think that these creatures are one of the many specie on the endangered
species, so let’s do our part by building them a simple habitat where they can find 

Time: 11:00 
Cost: Entry fee only (bring an empty open can if you have one)

I Love Earth
This year’s annual Earth Day let’s remind ourselves to be kind to the Earth and show
some love while making cool optical illusion toy to take home. 

Time: 11:00 
Cost: R15 + entry fee 

Join us at the Cape Town Science Centre every Saturday during May for Hands-On, Hearts-On, Minds-On SCIENCE! 
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The Cape Town Science Centre is a registered non-profit organisation (031-701-NPO) and Public Benefit Organisation (18/11/13/2663). 
All funds received directly support educational programmes and exhibits. We value and encourage your support. 

Information correct at time of publishing. Programme is subject to change without notice.

DEMONSTRATIONS

Eco Bricks

Under Water Lungs
Ever wondered how fish are able to breathe under water without lung? Join as at our
science corner to learn all about this fascinating ability of fish’s gills. 

Paper Plants

Suitable for the whole family

Planting new plants is a great way to help the Earth flourish. In this demonstration learn
about biodegradable plant starters and how you can make your own. 

The Water Cycle
The earth has a limited amount of water. This water keeps going around and around in
what we call the water cycle. Join us at the Science Corner to learn more as we create
a model of the cycle.

Time: 14:30 
Cost: Entry fee only

Time: 14:30 
Cost: Entry fee only

Time: 14:30 
Cost: Entry fee only

Our Earth, 
Our Home! 

A good planet is hard to find. It's the only home we have. 
Let's protect it and celebrate all the wonders it gives us.

Saturday 7, 14, 21 & 28 May     
9:00 - 16:30

Kindly note that the CTSC is closed on Sundays.

Demo: Eco Bricks


